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Publishing perspectives from the editors
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After overseeing the review process of almost 1000
anuscripts over the course of 6 years, we, as editors, would

ike to synthesize some of the factors that we consider to be
mportant to successfully publish in Journal of Retailing or
ther similar academic publications. Specifically, we discuss
hoosing an appropriate journal, topic, and the interrelation
etween the two. Second, we weigh in on one of the most
ifficult criteria for publication, establishing a contribution.
hird, we examine some of the nitty-gritty issues of writing
nd rewriting a paper. We conclude with the final phase of the
rst round, submitting the paper and dealing with reviewer
eedback.

Knowing the journal

In recent decades, various marketing studies consistently
ave identified several publications as the top journals in
arketing (in alphabetical order): Journal of Consumer
esearch, Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing
esearch, Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science,
ournal of Retailing, and Marketing Science (Hult et al.
997). Because of their continued influence and significance,
cademics around the world compete to get their work pub-
ished in these prestigious journals. But simply submitting to
ll of them, without consideration of their focus and purpose,
epresents a poor strategy. Rather, potential authors must gain
strong understanding of the type of research appropriate for
ach.
How do you develop a working knowledge about a jour-
al? The answer is really quite simple: read the articles it
ublishes. Equally important, academics should review edito-

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 781 239 5629.
E-mail addresses: mlevy@babson.edu (M. Levy), dgrewal@babson.edu

D. Grewal).
1 Tel.: +1 781 239 3902.
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ials written by the journal editors and understand the specific
anuscript submission format requirements.
Submitting a manuscript to the Journal of Retailing also

equires a good understanding of several facets of this journal.
irst, as the oldest marketing journal, dating back to 1926 and
econd in age only to the Harvard Business Review among
eneral business journals, JR always has been and probably
lways will be specifically about retailing.

Second, for at least the past quarter century, the breadth of
etailing-related research published in JR has been extremely
road. That breadth – and the journal’s ongoing dedication
o publishing work from a variety of retailing areas – means
R aims to provide articles on topics ranging from con-
umer behavior to traditional marketing management topics,
s well as concepts as varied as supply chain management
nd location analysis. Before submitting, use the following
uestion as a criterion: does the research investigate a retailer-
o-consumer, supplier-to-retailer, or consumer-to-consumer
ssue? If so, the topic is probably appropriate for JR.

However, over our tenure as editors, we can identify very
ew instances in which we found a submitted manuscript
nappropriate for Journal of Retailing. That is, as a top mar-
eting journal, JR is committed to considering submissions
rom virtually all fields as long as the above-mentioned cri-
eria are met. The current editors (Brown and Dant 2006),
n a similar spirit, have defined the range of topics for Jour-
al of Retailing very broadly. We all feel comfortable that
ost papers that might be submitted to other top marketing

ournals can be suitable submissions, as is further high-
ighted by the selection of associate editors, who represent

plethora of backgrounds and research interests. So, why
ould researchers choose Journal of Retailing over other pre-
ier marketing journals? If the implications of the study are
lanted toward retailing, either retailing practice or theory,
hen JR is a suitable outlet.

JR is open to a multitude of topics ranging from issues
ertaining to consumer behavior (e.g., Patrick and Park,

York University.
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006), pricing (e.g., Darke and Chung, 2005; Dutta and
iswas, 2005), promotions (Kumar and Srinivasan, 2005),
nvironment (e.g., Bailey and Areni, 2006), electronic mar-
etplaces (e.g., Laroche et al., 2005; Yadav and Vardarajan,
005), boundary spanning behavior (e.g., Bettencourt et al.,
005), product assortment (e.g., Morales et al., 2005), pack-
ge (e.g., Sha and Raghubir, 2005), loyalty programs (e.g.,
aylor and Neslin, 2005), visually impaired customers (e.g.,
aker, 2006), entrepreneurship (e.g., Griffith et al., 2006),
nd franchising (e.g., Windsperger and Dant, 2006).

Picking the topic

Just as critical as picking the journal, picking an appro-
riate topic represents a key decision. After all, even if the
esponse from your initial targeted journal seems less than
ositive, you may have many others publications from which
o choose. Therefore, perhaps the most important criterion
n choosing your research topic is to find one about which
ou personally feel passionate. Because you likely will be
orking on this topic (and its extensions) for many years,
ou want to ensure it is something you will continue to find
nteresting to maintain the necessary levels of hard work and
ommitment to it.

Think carefully through the merits of your chosen topic.
f you pick a topic that reviewers believe does not make a
ontribution, no amount of revision will rectify the situation.
owever, even we acknowledge that reviewers (and editors)

re not always right. If you believe in your project, you should
ake the feedback you receive and improve the project. If you
ave followed our first piece of advice – i.e., choosing a topic
hat fascinates you – you should be willing to continue to
ght to get it published.

By the same token, it is important to realize that at some
oint, diminishing returns start to emerge, at which moment
t may be best to move on to another project. Having col-
eagues read the paper and comments from reviewers, as well
s provide their own comments, can help you make a dispas-
ionate decision about whether your topic is worth pursuing
urther. (Remember: we have all gone through such painful
xercises.)

When it comes to picking a topic, authors can consider
hree general domains: substantive, conceptual, and method-
logical (Brinberg and McGrath 1985). As we shown in
ig. 1, at the center of all three domains is your (or your
esearch partners’) unique perspective. That is, the experi-
nces, perspectives, and skills you bring to any research are
nique and thereby will shape the focus of your project and
rovide the voice for the resulting manuscript.

ubstantive domain
As we noted previously, most research takes years to com-
lete fully, so be sure to choose a valuable topic that interests
ou. A subject that appeals to you also is more likely to appeal

p
a
t
t

ig. 1. Research domains. Source: adapted from Brinberg and McGrath
1985).

o others, which increases your chances of meeting the cri-
erion of interesting research. And when you have reached
ost-tenure status, no longer driven by the unrelenting tenure
lock to keep publishing, you will need interesting research
o keep yourself active and motivated.

For some, choosing an interesting topic seems absurdly
asy—they simply have known what they wanted to study
ince they first graduated. For those without such an obvious
esearch focus, one of the best ways to select a compelling
opic involves relying on their own unique perspectives,
hether from previous industry or teaching experiences or

nspiration provided by a class, a colleague, or previous
esearch. Take the topic derived from this unique experience
nd imprint your own brand on the research stream. Imita-
ion may be the sincerest form of flattery, but it also limits
our chances of creating a unique contribution; instead, break
oose and assert your own perspective and insights.

After choosing an interesting topic, based on your unique
erspective, try to stick with it. Building a programmatic
esearch theme not only focuses your research and enhances
he literature but also helps define your personal brand.

onceptual domain

An advantage of working in marketing, rather than other
ocial sciences, is that we can borrow from many other
isciplines. Although our ancestry derives from applied eco-
omics, much of our literature is rooted in psychology and
ther management disciplines, such as strategy.

Such broad-based expertise can be developed during a
h.D. program by varying the coursework. Similarly, as ongo-

ng learners, marketers can always take additional courses
fter they receive their Ph.D.s. Yet another option involves
strong reading list pertaining to a particular area; a good
lace to start would be an excellent review or meta-analysis
rticle about the topic you want to include in your intellec-
ual repertoire. Such articles provide excellent summaries of
he conceptual domain of an area and appropriate original
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ources that warrant careful reading. When you revisit the
riginal sources and definitive articles and books of a field,
ou also may discover a host of new research ideas.

When developing a topic, study a host of different theo-
ies. Read original sources and recent applications. Then try
o integrate multiple theories. On this note, let us reiterate:

manuscript will not be published in JR without a strong
onceptual framework.

ethodological domain

Many scholars, particularly those still fresh from
h.D. programs, expend inordinate amounts of effort on

he methodological details of their research. Although
esearchers absolutely must use appropriate research tech-
iques, this domain is also the least important issue to
onsider when choosing a topic for JR. Because JRs position
s not based predominantly on methodological contributions,
hoosing appropriate methods and research designs is far
ore important than developing new ones.
We do not mean to imply by any means that design-

ng an appropriate study and choosing appropriate methods
s trivial. Poorly conceived methods and improper research
esigns will make readers skeptical and ruin the credibil-
ty of any claims your research makes. However, incorrect

ethodology usually can be corrected or even redone with
omparatively minimal effort.

Therefore, we strongly recommend a broad background
n statistics, econometrics, management science, psycho-

etrics, and qualitative research. Piece of cake, right?
eveloping such expertise may seem a bit daunting—just

earn to walk on water, and you will be fine! Luckily, it is
ufficient for authors to wade into shallow water and then
wim with the assistance of their partners. Strong research
artners also make the research process less risky, quicker,
nd, we hope, more fun. Find colleagues whom you find
nteresting and who have skill sets that synergistically add
o your joint research project. In this case, 2 + 2 = 7. As most
usiness schools now recognize, single-authored research
s the exception rather than the rule. There is a good rea-
on for that trend, and we encourage current authors to
ollow it.

Establishing the contribution

The number one reason cited by reviewers for their rejec-
ion of an article is its lack of an incremental contribution.
elative contribution relates to how interesting and impor-

ant a topic is, but the degree to which a topic is interesting
s, of course, quite subjective (Smith 2003). However, there
re some objective standards in play. For example, interesting

opics often entail some degree of innovation, new concep-
ualizations, and an ability to generalize findings beyond the
mmediate context (Hauser 2001; Shugan 2003). These char-
cteristics are prized by editors and reviewers at virtually

c
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c
p
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very journal and therefore should represent the foundation
f any manuscript submitted.

In some cases, reviews focus not as much on the inter-
st or innovation of research but rather on seemingly minor
ssues such as positioning or methodology. As editors, we
ecognize that such problems could be fixed, but we also
ealize that they often disguise the real reason for a rejection
ecommendation—that is, a lack of sufficient contribution.

With regard to the interest associated with a submitted arti-
le, we consider several additional factors related to audience.
he research of course must be interesting to the marketing
iscipline in general and retailing in particular, but it also
hould be relevant and useful to at least one external audi-
nce, such as practitioners, educators, consultants, or public
olicymakers (Shugan 2003). By focusing the research pub-
ished in JR on these constituencies, we are in effect working
o become market oriented. To reach these constituencies,
owever, authors first must get through the review process.
nd reviewers, who are primarily academics, are not always

n the best positions to judge what is relevant and interest-
ng to non-academics. Therefore, it remains incumbent on
uthors to present strong arguments for the relevancy of their
ontributions to specific constituencies.

In all, how does an author make a contribution suitable for
ublication in JR? Papers published in JR must either address
n important issue facing retailers or contribute to theory
evelopment. Although JR will publish articles whose pri-
ary contribution is methodological, these papers typically
nd their way to other journals with a slightly different focus.
f the primary contribution is substantive, the study also must
ave a strong conceptual basis, but even if the contribution
s primarily theoretical, the article still must address a topic
hat offers some managerial relevancy.

ackling the length to contribution dilemma

Every author consistently walks a fine line between mak-
ng a significant yet incremental contribution and biting off

ore than he or she can chew. Reviewers, and ostensibly
eaders, do not like to read long papers, and many jour-
als, including JR, establish page limits. But more important
han any specific page limit, the research must be substantive
nough to make an appropriate contribution for the amount
f space it requires.

eplications and extensions

A change in venue, such as investigating a well-understood
ricks-and-mortars concept in the Internet space, seldom
rosses the contribution hurdle. Replications are equally
isky (Stewart 2002; Voss 2003), though exceptionally well-
esigned replication and extension research can make fine

ontributions (Levy and Grewal 2001). For example, if prior
esearch has demonstrated that semantic price cues affect
onsumer perceptions of value, additional research that sim-
ly replicated these main effect findings would suffer a rather
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ow incremental contribution-to-length assessment. In con-
rast, an extended demonstration that a particular semantic
ue is more effective than another, depending on where
he consumer views the semantic information, significantly
xpands the existing research. In this example, research in
single location (at home) simply replicates the previous

esearch, but work that considers another location as well (in
store) extends it. In reality, most papers published in major

ournals are really replications and extensions—but they are
ignificant replications and extensions, in that they provide
ew insights and innovative approaches.

o what?

It is a question asked simultaneously by high school jour-
alism teachers, first-year English composition professors,
nd reviewers and editors of journals: so what? The single
ost important question that authors should ask about their

wn work, from the very moment they start writing, must be,
So what?” Why should readers care about the information
ontained in the article?

The answer to this question should be based on several
ub-questions:

Are the findings obvious? If so, then why should readers
keep reading? They have already figured out the implica-
tions.
Could the findings make a difference to retail practice? If
not, then why would readers take the time to finish reading
the paper? Marketers are busy people, and research that
does not make a difference for them is not worth the time
spent to read it.
Could the findings answer some previously unresolved
research questions or spur more research in the area? If
not, then how does this information inform or enlighten
readers?

These are not easy questions to answer about your own
ork; we all want to believe that the words we write are

ompelling and fascinating. But if you undertake a serious,
bjective analysis of your research and find the answers to
hese questions are yes, no, and no, you should consider
arefully the direction your research has taken and how to
orrect it.

Writing and re-writing. And then re-writing again

After completing the research, it comes time to write the
aper. But rare is the author who can just sit down and churn
ut a perfect version that matches the journal’s standards in
first draft. All great writers consider writing a multistep

rocess.

Start by getting a sense of how the manuscript should

ead—review articles published in your targeted journal
Stewart 2002) and study its submission guidelines. Some
uthors neglect these important details, which implies a dis-
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inct lack of professionalism and little respect for the journal
r the reviewers’ time.

During the writing process itself, allow for various itera-
ions with multiple authors. Exploit each research partner’s
trengths to ensure the final draft encompasses the best that
ach author has to offer.

However, manuscripts that go through these several
terations, often over many months, inevitably change in
adical and often unexpected ways—the paper gets repo-
itioned, references appear and disappear, and tables get
ropped. Therefore, before submitting that “final” draft,
t is important to verify that the beginning, the middle,
nd the end are all tied together and read like a single
aper.

Although it is important to keep the research/writing pro-
ess moving, it is best not to rush to submission. Read the
aper. Have several colleagues whom you believe will tell
he truth read it too. Pretend you are a reviewer and read it
nce more. Submit it to a professional copyeditor—perhaps
ne of the best small investments you can make in your
uture.

Only when you are comfortable and confident that the
ersion you have is cohesive, compelling, and well written
hould you submit. Then, if given the chance to revise, do so
uickly, because an invitation to revise and resubmit repre-
ents a strongly positive signal from the editors. More than 75
ercent of JR submissions get rejected in the first round, but
f those papers offered a revision opportunity, approximately
0 percent ultimately get published.

Making sure all the parts are in place and working

Every author maintains certain writing preferences, and
very journal has its own style. Therefore, we offer some
eneral tips for putting together a manuscript that will enable
ou to meet the standards for JR submission.

itle

The title should be eye-catching but not too cute. It also
hould be descriptive of the research. Avoid overly long titles,
nd note there is no requirement that titles be separated by a
olon.

bstract

As the first thing many readers will see, the abstract
hould grab readers’ attention in approximately 150 words.
long with the executive summary required by Jour-
ead the paper. Describe what you have done and what
ou have discovered; then answer that key question, “So
hat?” by explaining the contribution that the manuscript
akes.
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ntroduction

The crucial objective of the introduction is to position the
anuscript within the literature and establish its contribution.
ecause JRs mission ties so closely to advancing the field of

etailing, it may be useful to weave a real-world example
nto your discussion of previous research. Clearly state your
urpose and objective, and end with a short outline of your
aper. The introduction should be no more than one to two
ouble-spaced pages.

onceptual and hypothesis development

This section tells your story. To help you build a logical
nd cogent foundation for your hypotheses, describe impor-
ant previous research that informs your topic—but avoid

laundry list or Who’s Who? of readings. If you are test-
ng a model, it should be tight, by which we mean it must
nclude the important constructs and exclude tertiary con-
tructs. The conceptual development section offers you the
pace to defend and explain your model. Finally, this section
resents another opportunity to establish the contribution of
he research: is the topic obvious, is it interesting, and will
nyone care? Here is where you can answer those questions
o the benefit of your research and your readers.

ethod

The straightforward methods section must be appropriate
o the journal. For example, if you use a methodology com-

on to marketing research, there is no need to elaborate. But
f your chosen techniques are relatively new to marketing
iterature, you must provide a more elaborate explanation.
ecause the primary contribution of papers published in JR
enerally is not methodological, and readers typically seek
nsights into retailing practice or theory, it is better to err on
he side of complete explanations and then allow the review-
rs and editors to pare down the discussion if necessary.

In addition to these clear descriptions, JR and simi-
ar journals require several specific details. Some standard
ssues include discussing the sample and/or key informants,
escribing and following appropriate scale development and
resentation techniques, establishing validity and reliabil-
ty appropriately (MacKenzie 2003), and using the proper
nalytical technique.

esults

As we noted previously, most papers go through several
terations prior to their submission. As a result, sometimes
he findings simply do not seem to match the hypothe-
es, tables, and figures. This flaw is not only confusing; it

lso makes it seem as though the authors simply are not
aying attention. Readers should be able to understand the
ssence of the paper by reading the manuscript, without nec-
ssarily referring to tables and figures. In the same way,

t
s
t
t
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he tables and figures should stand on their own as much
s possible. Avoiding abbreviations where possible often
elps.

onclusion

The conclusion provides the opportunity to explain to
eaders what the results really mean. A little editorial freedom
nd interpretation is allowed in this section, though not too
uch. Authors must strike a balance between explaining their

esults and generalizing beyond the legitimate boundaries of
he study.

The conclusion should again remind readers of the study’s
ain contributions. After wading through the entire body of

he paper, readers need to be gently reminded why this partic-
lar research adds to their understanding of retailing theory
nd/or practice. A short section on the study’s limitations
nd directions for future research also should appear in this
ection.

Dealing with reviewer feedback

When the reviews are in, take a few deep breaths and think
bout what the reviewers are really saying. Try to view the
iscussion from their eyes. If they have made comments that
ndicate they misunderstood your point, you may not have
ritten with sufficient clarity. Remember, it is the author’s

ob to communicate; readers should not have to struggle to
nderstand the point of a research paper. Try to understand
ow and why they arrived at their position of confusion.

Learn from the review process. Make the reviewers’ sug-
ested revisions to the extent possible, even if you will be
ending the revised manuscript to a different journal. By inte-
rating the suggestions and comments of people who review
undreds of articles a year, you will improve your paper. And
f the reviewer is an expert in the field, the chances are quite
ood he or she sits on other editorial boards and may be asked
o review the paper for another journal. Ignoring reviewers’
uggestions is a sure way to get a subsequent negative review.

Conclusion

Our objective of this article was to address some of the
ost prevalent and salient questions that we have received

uring the past 6 years as editors of Journal of Retailing
y individuals and at various “Meet the Editor” forums. In
articular: how does one successfully publish in Journal of
etailing or other similar academic publications? How does
ne increase the probability that the research will be perceived
o make a significant contribution? What are some “tips of

he trade” that will help in the writing process? Finally, how
hould one deal with reviewer feedback? We have drawn from
he thoughts of other researchers and editors, and have tried
o put our own JR slant to these issues. We sincerely hope
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hat something that we have said will strike a cord, and will
elp further the academic writing process.
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